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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE 
AND /-DIVERGENCE: 
CONTINUOUS TIME OBSERVATIONS1 
JIŘÍ MICHÁLEK 
The paper investigates the relation between maximum likelihood and minimum 
/-divergence estimates of unknown parameters and studies the asymptotic behaviour of the 
likelihood ratio maximum. Observations are assumed to be done in the continuous time. 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a continuation of the previous paper by Michalek [6], dealing with the same 
problem, but in the case of discrete time observations. Here we consider Gaussian 
random processes that differ in the mean value. We also investigate the autoregres-
sive Gaussian processes. It is shown that under the stationarity assumption the role 
of /-divergence is substituted by the corresponding asymptotic /-divergence rate. 
1. A SIMPLE REGRESSION MODEL FOR GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
Let on the interval (0,T) be given a real Gaussian process {x(J)} which satisfies the 
following conditions 
EQ{x(t)} = a<p(t), < e ( 0 , T ) 
covQ{x(s)i x(t)} = cov0{a;(s), x(t)}} 
where <p(-) is a known function and a is a real parameter which should be estimated. 
The coincidence of covariance functions means that 
Ea{x(s) x(t)} = E0{x(s) x(t)} + a
2 <p(s) <p(t). 
For more details about this statistical model we refer to Hajek [3]. We assume, of 
course, that <p() is not the identical zero on (0,T). 
On the basis of results presented in Hajek [3] we know that in the case of the 
existence of a random variable v G W , where W is the closed linear hull over the 
1 This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under Grant 201/96/415. 
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values z(tf), t G (0, T) with respect to the probability measure Pi , i.e. for a = 1, the 
regular case occurs, i.e. Pa ~ Po for each a £ R\ and there exists the best linear 
unbiased estimate of a. Under such a situation the variable v satisfies the relation 
E0{x(t)v} = <p(t), te(0,T), 
and the unbiased estimate with minimal dispersion is given by 
U = 
EoW 
The variable u is also a sufficient statistic for the system {Pa}-
Using the existence of v, the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative has the 
form 
dPa a I I o r- r 2 i I 
г = exp < a v - - a ' Eo{v } > 
We will investigate how the relation between the MLE of a and the /-divergence 
looks in this case. It is easy to verify that the MLE of a is given by 
v 
IMIo 
Further, we can easily calculate the /-divergence between measures Pa and Po, 
namely 
7 ( P „ : P o ) = E, {-зç}=Ч"-ïв, |wß} 
- «2\\v\\l-\«*\\v\\l = \a*\\v\\l 
because a is an unbiased estimate. Then 
^ 1 " ^ = max|ar;-la2И|å| max 
an 
= \(af\\v\\l = I(Pa:Po). 
In this way we have proved that in this model the relation studied in Michalek 
[6] and connecting the likelihood ratio maximum and the /-divergence is valid, too. 
We can immediately utilize this relation in constructing a test based on the like-
lihood ratio. 
Let us consider a real Gaussian process {x(t)> t G (0,T)} satisfying the above 
regression model and we want to test the hypothesis Ho : a £ (a}b) against the 
alternative hypothesis Hi : a £ (a,b). The test will be based on the statistic T ( ) 
given as the ratio 
T , , xx
 raP«€(«,»> fe{g(')> 
s uPae«i dj%\xv)} 
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From the previous results about the likelihood ratio we can expect the relation 
lnr(*(-)) = I(Pa0 - Po) - I(Pa : -°o), 
where do is a local MLE obtained by maximizing over the interval (a, 6) only while 
a is a global MLE. We must verify whether really 
(\P 
sup laJ£{x(.)} = I(P&0:PQ). 
ae{a,b) dPO 
One can easily find out that 
= d for a E (a, 6) 
argsup < a v — -a 2 |M|o \ = a for d < a 
ae{a,b) I 2 J 
= b for d > b. 
Let us define a local MLE, namely 
do = d for Q G (a,6) 
&o = a for d < a 
do = b for d > 6 
then 
s u p l n T ^ W ' ) } = SUP l a v ~ n^ lMlo f 
a€(o,6) d*A) a6(a,6) I * J 
= J?3?^ \aV~ O^IMIo f = d0 w - «do|M.O-ae{a,b,a} { I J Z 
Using this relation we can write together 
T(x(.)) = e-tf(*°-*\ 
A s IMIo = pjjf > s e e H d J e k [31> finally 
i (*-*o> 3 
T(*() ) = e 2 l|a||o . 
Then the critical domain of the proposed test has the form 
{x(.):T(x(.))<K}, 
where K < 1 as follows from the character of the test because the hypothesis Ho is 
not rejected if T(x(-)) is close to one. The value of K will be determined from the 
behaviour of the first kind error. We demand 
sup P{x(.):T(x(.))<Ky} = 7 
<*€(a,b) 
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where 7 G (0,1) is given beforehand. The previous inequality is equivalent to 
sup P{x():\nT(x())<lnK7} = y. 
a£(a,b) 
To find the right value of Ky, it is necessary to know the distribution of lnT(x()) 
under Ho- Surely, for each 5 < 0 
P{lnT(x(-)) < s} = P{lnT(x(-)) < s\a G (a}b))P(a G (a,6)} 
+P{lnT(x()) < s I a > 6} P{d > 6} + P{lnT(x()) < s \ a < a} P{a < a} 
and for s = 0 
P{\nT(x(-)) = 0} = P{a€(a,b)}. 
If we put ||d||o = 1 for simplicity, then ^ 
Fa(s) = P {In T(x(.)) < s} = $(a - a) [$(a - a - y/2\7\) + $ (a - a - v W ) ] 
+ $ (a - 6) [*(a - 6 - y ^ ) + $(6 - a - v^M)] . 
for each s < 0 and 
P {lnT(x()) = 0} = $(6 - a) - Q(a - a), 
where $(•) is the distribution function of IV(0,1). The distribution function Fa(s) is 
derived from the fact that d is Gaussian with mean a and unit dispersion. To find 
the value A"7 defining the critical region of the proposed test it is necessary to study 
the behaviour of Fa(s) under the hypothesis Ho a G (a, 6). It is easy to check that 
the function Fa(s) is symmetric at the point ^-^ i.e. if ai = - ^ + x, a2 = ^- — x 
then 
FQl(s) = FQ3(s) 
for each s < 0 and each x > 0. After calculating the derivative -^Fa(s) we can find out 
that it is vanishing at the point - ^ and positive for each ai = ^ T ' + P , x > 0, s < — ~ , 
and similarly negative for each a2 = ^- — x, x > 0, s < — 4--, where 6 = ^-~. It 
means the function Fa(s) attains its minimum at the point ^- for each s < — ~-
and its maximum is at the points a, 6 satisfying the condition 
Fa(s) = Fb(s) 
for each s < 0. 
We immediately see that 
E0(s)= [ * ( - V ^ ) ] + * ( a - 6 ) [ * ( o - 6 - > ^ M ) + * ( 6 - a ) - - > ^ H ] . 
For s = 0 we have 
^a(0) = i + $ ( a - 6 ) > i . (1) 
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As we demand supa€(a>&) P{lnT(x()) < In Ky} = 7, where 7 is close to zero, we see 
that 
Fa(lnKy) = Fb(lnKy)<y 
must be valid, too. But with respect to the inequality (1) this cannot be satisfied for 
Ky close to one. Hence, the restriction s < — ̂ - in the behaviour of the derivative 
dF°(s) is irrelevant because for s = — V w e have 
dot * 
Fa (-Y) = Fb ( ~ T ) = *(-M) m~zs)+*{~6)]+\> i 
It follows from here that the critical value A"7 for 7 < | must satisfy 
62 
Ky < e " ~ . 
On the basis of the properties of ^ ' for s < — ~ we can sissert that 
sup P {lnT(x(.)) <s} = Fa(s) = Fh(s). 
aG(a,6) 
This fact ensures the existence of a suitable critical value A"7 and its uniqueness. 
As for the second kind error we can say that in the alternative set a (£ (a, 6) 
inf Fa(lnKy) = Fa(lnKy) = y. 
a$(a,b) 
2. GAUSSIAN STATIONARY AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES 
In this part we will deal with Gaussian stationary autoregressive processes, which 
are defined on (0,T) with the zero mean value for simplicity. These stochastic 
processes belong to the most important cases frequently applied in practice. In 
order to calculate the maximum value of a likelihood ratio we need to know the 
corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivatives. Here we mainly use the results given in 
Hajek [4]. 
We will start with a general form of a Gaussian autoregressive process, which is 
given by solving a linear differential equation with constant coefficients with Gaus-
sian white noise having dispersion <r2 on the right hand side. The equation coef-
ficients must satisfy the condition of stability, i.e. all zeros of the characteristic 
polynomial are located in the left half-plane. The corresponding spectral density 
function has the form 
<P(\) = 2M£Lo«»-*WI2 
where ao = 1. A dominating measure Q defined on (0,T) is given by a Gaussian 
process {y(t), t G (0,T)} with a zero mean and with independent increments of its 
(n — l)st derivative satisfying 
{id^-WJ^d* 
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with the initial condition (y(0), t/(0) , . . . , y^'^iO)) to be independent on y^ n " 1 ) (*)-
y(n--)(0). For more details see Hajek [4], Then the appropriate Radon-Nikodym 





n-1 n - 1 
~\ E E [x(j\t)x^(t) + x^(0)x^(0)]Djk 
J +* even 
where x^\s) is the j th derivative of #(•) at 5 and Djk, j , k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1 are 
defined as 
min(i.fc) 
Djk = 2 ^2 (—l)-
7"* an-i a.n+i-j-k-1 for j + k even 
i=max(0,j+A; + l — n) 
D j A. =__ 0 for j + k odd. 
We have put a2 = 1 for simplicity. In other words the matrix {#jfc}?fci0 is the 
inverse matrix to the covariance matrix of a; (0), # '(0), . . . , z ( n _ 1 ) (0) . The coefficients 
An-k are defined in the unique way by 
]Г]an_jь(iA)* 
fc=0 
= ;>>„_* A2*, 
Jb=0 
which gives 
min(fc. n — к) 
An-к = 2../
 an-к-j <*>n-к+j ( — 1)J 
i=0 
Thanks to the stability condition the polynomial £_!fc=o a-n-k zk has all the roots 
situated in the left half-plane. This condition together with _4n = 1 determines a 
one-to-one correspondence between {an-fc}/b=o
 ai-d {An-k}k-o- At the first sight 
we see that any explicit formula for the MLE is almost impossible in a general case 
because of the presence of the determinant \Djk\. For a better orientation we will 
now concentrate ourselves to the simpliest cases n = 1 and n = 2. 
First, we will investigate a Gaussian autoregressive stationary process of the first 
order. Such a process possesses the covariance function of the form 
R(t) = Ce-QM, 
where C = R(0) > 0, a > 0. Its spectral density function is then 
2 C a 
<P(\) = 
2тг(A2 + a 2 ) ' 
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on (0,T). In order to keep the measures P(x(-),/?,D) and P(x(-)1a)C) equivalent, 
these parameters must satisfy some conditions. Here we can refer to Pisarenko [8] 
and Hajek [3]. 
Let us rewrite the spectral density function into the following form 
1 1 1 
¥>(A) 
Then we obtain 
and, vice versa, 
2 - |« io(iA)2 + - i | 2тг(a ŠA + a\У 
C 
1 - í__ 
a>o 2ao ai 
al 1 2 a 
A necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence of the corresponding probability 
measures is given by 
a0 = 60 <=> a_ = 6_ <=> aC = (3D. 
As we can put C = 1, we obtain D = ^ . Using the coefficients (flo,ai) and (60,bi) 
we can express the Radon-Nikodym derivative as follows (ao = bo) 
dP(-r(.),60,6i) __ ( M * e x ( I f r i T
1 i Q i T 
dP(z(-),a0 ,a9) \ a i / \ 2 60 2 a0 
rp rp \ 
- i * 2 ^ x2(/)dt + I a ? | o z
2(.)d<j 
-(§M¥-¥-£Sr^*+tf-H 
when we used the parameters a, /3 with C = 1. Then, easily 
Now, 
9/3 2/? + 2 2a jo W 
This fact gives us the MLE of the parameter 8, namely 
L + T-?- I x2(i)dt = 0. (2) 
8 a Jo 
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Let us substitute this relation into the logarithm of the likelihood ratio. In this way 
we come to 





г(t)dt = -?- +
 a l 
' (ß)2 ß 
using (2) then 
. dP(x(.)J,D) 1, /? Tih N a
2 1 T (a2-(p)2) 
i3>o dP(x( . ) , a , l ) 2 a 2VM 4(/?)2 4 4 p 
This result can be easily rewritten into the form 
m a x l n ^ ^ ^ 4 f 4 J - - - l n ^ - l V l ^ 0 ! . 
p>o dP(x(),a,l) 4\(/3)2 (/?)2 J 4 p 
At the first sight we see that this maximum is formed by two parts, namely 
a2 , a2 
l n - - 1, 
(P)2 (P) 
which is the expression of /-divergence between two Gaussian random variables with 
dispersion a2, (/?)2, respectively. The other part can be expressed via an integral 
because 
'.ftai-fc.ffi.iU. 





^ ( A ) = *(A-+/3-) ' ^ ( A ) = 7r(A- + a 2 ) -
As we have D f3 = C a for the equivalence of the corresponding probability measure, 
then the left hand side of (3) is nothing else but the asymptotic /-divergence rate 
between two Gaussian stationary processes of the first order, for more details see 
Michalek [5]. In this way we have just proved a close connection between the MLE 
and the /-divergence again. The contribution 
- 1 
can be also understood as the asymptotic /-divergence rate of two Gaussian white 
noises having dispersions a2 , (32 respectively, which form inputs into a linear filter 
whose output is created by a stationary autoregressive process of the first order. We 
can immediately state the following 
a2 , rv2 
- l n — 
P2 
Ш 02 
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Theorem 1. Let on (0,T) be given a stationary Gaussian autoregressive process 
of the first order and let (3T be the corresponding MLE. Then 
T-ooTfi>*o dP(x(.),a,l) 4 7 r j _ 0 O V ^ <P<* J 
where fio is a true parameter, i.e. fir J^ZT^ fio a.s. 
P r o o f . It immediately follows from the previous text and the properties of sta-
tionary processes. D 
In the next part we will concentrate to the case of autoregressive process of the 
second order. Its spectral density function is of the form 
<p(X) = 
2TT |(ZA)2 + (ai + a2) (iX) + ax a2\
2 
1 <r2 
2*(X2+a2)(X2 + a2)' 
Here we have three parameters a\y a2i <r
2 that in the unique way determine this 
density function. As we want to consider a class of mutually equivalent Gaussian 
probability measures we are obliged to fix a2 because for different values of this 
parameter the corresponding measures are orthogonal, see Hajek [4]. Without loss 
of generality we put a2 = 1. For future purposes it is reasonable to introduce new 
parameters, namely 
01 = #1 + a2, a2 = &i &2> 
Let us start with the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure P(x(-)} 01,02) on 
(0,T) with respect to the measure Q(#(-)), which was described at the beginning of 
this part (for more details see Hajek [4]). Then the corresponding derivative has the 
form 
xexpl-\{al-2a2)J \x{t)\
2 dt - l-a\ J |x(*)|2d. 
-\a\ ((i(0))2 + ( i(T))2) - \a\ a2{x
2{0) + x2(T))} . 
From this we can derive the set of equations for the MLE of the parameters a\, a2, 
namely 
— + IT - «1 $1 - o $ 3 - -7- $4 = 0 
a\ z z z 
— + $1 - a2 $ 2 - y $4 = 0, 
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where 
rp rp 
* ! - / \i{t)\2dt, $ 2 = / \x{t)\Ht, 
Jo Jo 
$ 3 = (i(0))
2 + {x{T)f , $ 4 = *
2(0) + x2{T). 
In next we will utilize these equations to eliminate the terms $3, $4 from the ex-
pression for the Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
Multiplying the first equation by a\ we obtain 
\ + ^T-a\T-a\*x-±al<b*-^<bA = 1l. (a) 
Similarly, the other equation can be multiplied by a2 and we get to 
I + a 2 * 1 _ a l * 2 - - - ^ - - * 4 - - 0 . (b) 
Now, the likelihood ratio maximum is given by 
AP{x{-)MM) _ . 61 6 | ( & i - a i ) T 
max In _ n , t x -• = In -- H 
(ft!,*,) dP(x(.),fli,fl2) aiai 2 
(6? - 262 - a_ + 2a2) 6| - a\ bx - ai 61 62 - fli Q2 ^ 
2 * 2 2 2 3 2 4 ' 
where 61, 62 are the MLE's of unknown parameters 61, 62. 
At this moment we can use the equations (a), (b), which the MLE's must satisfy. 
After simple but tedious calculations we obtain the formula 
max 
(» 




ai)2 , (ft2-oa)(fci-oi)\ 
2 \ 6 i 6 2 6X62 /
 X \ 2 6i J 
+$2(&2 - 02) I -J— + 2 ) ' 
In order to compare this result with the /-divergence of corresponding Gaussian 
measures, it is necessary to calculate this /-divergence, i.e., the integral 
/ 
, _____2__l-.AP(n.(\ h h\ I n AP<„(\ „ n \ d p ( x ( ' ) . b i , b 2 ) . dP\x{),ai,a2) 
It is easy to find that 
rT rp i»oo \ 2 J \ 
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E(м_){Ф.} = 2Ïj_ 
2(/?i+/?2) 26Г 
dA 
(A2+/?2)(A2+/?2) 2 ( f t + A ) A A 26x 62 ' 
E(м.){
фз} = E ^ ^ í i i ^ p + i а д 2 } - - ^ , 
E ( ò l Ы {Ф4} = E(6.6a){|*(0)|
2 + ИT)| 2 } = 6 i . 2 . 
1 
Then 
TÍPr s-P, Л - 1 п М ' ' • Г ( ^ - а - ) П Ь _ - 2 6 2 - а
2 + 2а 2 ) 
I(I4»x--) • Ii[eie3)) -
i n — r + аiа 2
2 46i 




1 / a i ai \ 1 / o i O j a i a i \ T /(61 - a i ) 2 (6 2 - a 2 )
2 \ 
= 2 U r V " V+2 IMT-1" MT-V+I (—6T- + -MT-J • 
From this result, as a byproduct, we obtain the existence of the limit 
î-иi ™ IІPţbг ь2) : -P(вl а2)) = т T - 0 0 T 
which is precisely the integral 
( 6 i - а i ) 2 + (6 2-а 2)
2 
6161 6,6: i - 2 
1 r (____ _ _______ /) d A = 7 W h : P(., ai)), 
4W-oo \^(a_a2) ^(a l f l 2 ) / 
the asymptotic /-divergence rate. When we return to the likelihood ratio maximum 
and the /-divergence, we see that their expressions are equal in two terms 
If*.-. £_.__) and U^-ln^-l) 
2 \ 6 i 61 ) 2 V M i 6162 ) 
respectively. In order to achieve the equality between these expressions, it suffices 
to establish the relation 
(Һ - а i ) 2 ( 6 2 - а 2 ) ( 6 i - а i ) 
2 è i 
Фl + (62 " -аг) 
0\ 62 ӣ2 + 62 
61 2 
T '(61 - а i ) 2 ( ( 6 2 - а 2 )
2 ' 
4 6l 6l 62 
ф 2 
The left hand side of this equality can be transformed into a more acceptable form, 
namely 
( 6 i - а i ) 2 , , 040,2 аxb 
Фi + -4^(Фi-62Ф2) + -4-^(62Ф2-Ф-l) + (б2-а2)Фi + 61 61 
^ - 6 ? 
Ф2. 
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Comparing this with the right hand side of the previous equality, we see that the 
equality holds if 
6 2 $ 2 = $1, 
in which case the left hand side equals 
2 1 + 2 2 ' 
i.e. coincides with the right hand side. 
Look in more detail when the equality $ i = T/2 6i takes place. It is evident that 
if the MLE's 6i, 62 are used then this equality cannot be satisfied because of the 
conditions (a), (b) imposed on the MLE's. But, there exists a very interesting 
possibility to modify the equations (a),j(b) slightly, in such a way that their solution 
will meet the demands. Thanks to stationarity of the investigated process we know 
that 
lim ^ = E{|i(0)|2} a.s. 
1 —*-oo 1 
lim % = E{|x(0)|2} a.s. 
T - o o T U V .71 J 
lim —- = lim —- = 0 a.s. 
T-oo T T-oo T 
If we neglect in the equations (a), (b) the terms of order o(T) for T —> oo, then we 
obtain "approximate" equations, which are linear, namely 
T 
- - 6 i $ i = 0, <{>i - 6 i $ 2 = 0. 
Their solution is very simple and we see that the new estimates 
1 2 $ i ) 2 $ 2 
are precisely those satisfying the basic relation between the likelihood ratio maximum 
and /-divergence discussed earlier. 
Look in more detail how we could obtain these estimates from the corresponding 
Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
Let us consider the logarithm of Radon-Nikodym derivative and neglect all the 
terms behaving o(T) when T —• oo. The rest of the derivative will be called the 
principal part of the derivative and in our case equals 
(6i - ai) T b\ - 262 - a\ + 2a2 b\ - aH 
2 2 1 2 
For a better orientation, this principal part will be denoted by 
,dP(*(.)>6i,6 2) PP 
dP(x(-),aua2У 
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At this situation we can easily show that the estimates 6°, 62, which are obtained by 
maximization of the principal part play a similar role as the Yule-Walker estimates 
in the case of a discrete time, see e.g., Dzhaparidze [2]. Simultaneously, we can 
express the principal part maximum via the asymptotic /-divergence rate 
sup *PP%*\**\ - riW;,,;: P.,...), 
bub2 d_P(x(),ai,a2)
 l 2 
where 
7(ft,ь=Л._) = i £ ( а - _ Ä _ , ) d д . 
On the other hand, it is also very interesting that the estimates 6j, b\ can be obtained 
by the method of moments. Thanks to stationarity we have 
Ro(0) = E{|x(0) |}= r%»(A)dA 
J—oo 
Ri(0) = E { | i ( 0 ) | 2 } = /TOA2v>&(A)dA. 
J —OO 
Now, if we substitute the precise values -Rn(0), -fti(O) by their estimates, namely 
IM0) = i < - i , _*_(0) = ± * 2 
and we take into account these facts 
/
oo i roo j 
._«W« = 5M.- LjMX)i" = ̂  
then solving the following equations 
/
oo /»oo 
p»(A)dA. Ri(0)=/ A2y»»(A)dA 
•oo J —oo 
for unknown 6i, 62 we immediately get the estimates 6j, 6°. There is no problem to 
prove the consistency of the proposed estimates because 
Ro(0) —> Bo(0) = -^-, 
Bi(0) —• Ri(0)= * 
26. b\' 
where 6j, 63 are "true" parameters. The above obtained results we can summarize 
into the following theorems. 
Theorem 2. Let 6j, b\ be estimates obtained by maximization of the principal 
part of the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Then 
where 6j, b\ are true values of unknown parameters. 
A similar assertion we can state about the MLE's of 61, 62. 
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Theorem 3. Let b\, 62 be the MLE's of unknown parameter 61, 62- Then 
1 dP(x(),bub2) 1(p p v 
lim - sup In , p , ,V ( = /(-P(»; 6;) : Pfl l «a). T - ° ° r ( 6 i 6 a ) dP(a:(-)Jai,a2) *
 2 ' 
P r o o f . It is well known, e.g. see Rozanov [9], that the MLE's in autoregressive 
cases are strongly consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e. 
lim 61 = 61, lim 62 = ^2> a- s-
T—00 T—oo 
The rest of the proof follows from the continuity of the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
in unknown parameters. D 
The above described situation for n = 2 gives a hint about the general case. If 
we drop in the Radon-Nikodym derivative all terms of order o(T) for T —• 00 then 
the principal part satisfies the relation 
l n p .p^r ( x ( ) ) = rx T~2-C^--y0 i*
(4)wi2d<-
This is a quadratic form in the coefficients (ai, 02 , . . . , an) and we can find its min-
imum. Applying partial derivatives to the logarithm of the principal part we get 
a system of linear equations for unknown parameters a\) 02,..., an. Estimates ob-
tained in this manner were first described in Rozanov [9] or Pisarenko [8]. One can 
easily check that the system of linear equations has a unique solution with proba-
bility tending to one if T —* 00. It follows from the fact that 
I £ |*<*>W|- dt n^& Rk(0) = E{|*(*)(0)|
2} a. B. 
These estimates are asymptotically normal and efficient. It is worth noting that 
these estimates can be obtained also by a different approach. First, we will show that 
these estimates of autoregressive coefficients can also be obtained by the method of 
moments. As seen from the form of the principal part of Radon-Nikodym derivative 
there is an "asymptotic" sufficient statistic given by sample characteristics 
i jTwoi2*, ±£\x,(t)\>dt,...±;£\x
n-i(t)\*dt 
derived from the underlying process {x(t), t 6 (0,T)}. Let us investigate the map-
ping 
A2* 
Tk(ai,a2,...,an) = — / гdЛ 
~ l£Loa"-*(iA)*l2 
.fc = 0 , l , . . . , n — 1 with an == 1, which is defined on the stability domain of the poly-
nomial YHc=o an-k zk• There exists a one-to-one mapping between a\} a 2 , . . . , an and 
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the roots ai, 0.2, • • • > <*n- The spectral density function <p(\) can be then expressed 
as 
1 1 1 m 
^ ( A ) = ^ i ^ — 7 ^ ^ = ^ n ( ( A - i m - i ) 2 + ( R e - i ) 2 } " 1 
^ I E * = O a n - * ( l A ) * l j=l 
where Re a,- < 0, i = 1,2,..., n. This immediately implies that the stability domain 
is open. Let us prove that the mapping T = {7).(ai, a2,..., a n )} is one-to-one. 
Let us assume there are (ai, 02,. . . , a n ) ^ (61,62,..., 6n) such that 
-Fjk(ai,a2,...,an) = Tjb(6i,62,..., bn) 
for each k = 0 ,1, . . . , n. It means 
/
OO гOO 
A 2 Va(Л)dA= / Л% ь(A)dA. 
•OO J —OO Let us introduce the function 
, m _ _ _ _ _ _ ln__i__ 1 
From the inequality ar — lnx — 1 > 0 and properties of spectral density functions of 














-00 J —00 
= £(5fij*£8H)-
= /I(^-^)) ("- ( A )-w ( A ) ) d A 
/ oo / n n \ 
0 0 \ * = 0 ib=0 / 
/
oo / n - 1 n - 1 \ 
J2 Bn-kX" - £ A„_t A
2* (MA) - W(A)) 
"OO \ _ _ f t _ _ n / 
dA 
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because Bo = Ao and 7fc(ai,..., a n ) = Tjfe(&i,..., 6n) as we assumed. But it gives 
/
oo 
hab(\)d\ = 0, 
-OO 
which implies /ifl6(A) = 0 a.s. [Leb]. Hence we have obtained the fact 
<Pa(A) = <pb(\) a.s. [Leb], 
it means nothing else but ai = 61, 02 = 62,..., o n = 6n. The mapping T is one-to-
one and we can define estimates 
(5 i ,o 2 , . . . , a n ) = T~ (RoyRi,... ,-Rn-i) 
if (RQ,RI, .. . ,/2n_i) G RangeT and (5i,a2,. . . ,a n ) = (0,0, . . . ,0) otherwise. The 
statistics Rk, k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1 are defined as 
Řk = ^£\x^
k\t)\2dt. 
As with T —• 00, I?* —» / ^ A2* ̂ >ao(A)dA where ao = (ajjajj, . . . ,a£) are true 
autoregressive coefficients, we can assert that for large T with probability close to 
one (Ro, # 1 , • • • > -Rn-i) G Range T. It remains to prove that these estimates obtained 
by the method of moments are identical with those given by minimizing the principal 
part of the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Let 5i, 02,. -., an be the estimates obtained 
by minimizing the quadratic form of the principal part then this minimum equals 
irsi-l^in-.jf'i.wwpdi. 
Jb=0 
Let a j , a^,. . . , a* be the estimates given by the method of moments, i. e. 
rT 1 í í°° 
i / \x(k\t)\2dt = j A2fc 0̂.(A)dA. Tj0 
Then we can write 
A:=0 
n - 1 
dQ 2 * ' - 2 t = Q 
1 1 / 1 
= 2( a i _ a^~2--- 'A n~ f cL_ ^0*(A)dA+2aí 
= - 2 % * ' : Vв)+2 a î . 
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where I(<pa* : <pa) is the asymptotic rate of /-divergence. For details see Michalek 
[5]. We immediately see that 
maxln PP~(x()) = - - min7(y>a. : <pa) + - a\ 
- 1 „ -
~ 2 G l 
because I(<pa* • <Pa) > 0 and equals zero if and only if a* = a. This fact proves the 
coincidence of both the estimates. 
There is another possibility how to construct these estimates as minimal distance 
estimates. Let <pa(') be a spectral density function belonging to an autoregressive 
random process of the nth order again, a = (01,02,. . . , a m ) , let /(•) be another 
spectral density function, for which the functional 
^(.n > r(m_taM_:)« 
4 7 T j _ 0 0 ^ a ( A ) tpa(\) J 
is finite. We wish to find the minimum of F(<pa(
m))} if exists, over all spectral density 
functions <pa(
m)* This functional can be expressed as 
n<Pa(-)\ = \ f ( £ A2* An.k /(A) - In f 2x /(A) £ An.k \A - 1J dA. 
\fc._rO \ kzzO / / 





Then we can calculate the partial derivatives j ^ jP(y?a()), j = 1,2,. . . , n by chang-
ing the ordering between the integral and derivatives. After simple calculation we 
get to the following system of non-linear equations, namely 
£ f %±A2*/(A)dA = X: r ^±A2k/a(A)dA 
k=oJ-°° aa> k=oJ-°° aai 
j = 1,2, . . . , n. This system can be rewritten as follows 
£ nErfa - *(^a») = °-
*=0 J 
where Rk, k = 0 , . . . , n — 1 are sample characteristics 
Rk = ^£\hV°W*t 
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derived from the observed process {x(t), t G (0, T)} and Rk(<p(a)), k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1 
are exact values for dispersions of derivatives of an autoregressive process with the 
spectral density function <pa(-). Although the above described system of equations 
is very difficult to solve in general there exists an elegant solution if we solve the 
system 
Rk = Ra(<p(a)) 
k = 0 , 1 , . . . ,n — 1, which is precisely the method of moments described earlier. 
We see that at least one solution of the underlying system exists. Let us prove 
that moment-method estimates determine the minimum value of F(<pa(-)). For this 
calculate the difference 
'/W _ / < * ) _ , , „ 4ж(F(П(-))-F(<pa.(-))) = jД^L-ln P6(A) 
r l f W In / ( A ) l) dA 




= Y_(Bn_k-An_k)Rk(0) + b1-a*1 
kzzO 
n /»oo 
= ~~(Bn_k - A*n_k) / A
2* <pa. (A) dA + &x - a\ 
k-o J-°° 
= r f e - 1 - l n ^ d A ^ O . 
J-oo V <Pb <Pb ) 
This evidently shows that F(<p&(-)) > F(<pa*(\)). 
In this way we have proved that the estimates determined by the method of 
moments are also estimates minimizing the asymptotic I-divergence rate. We see 
that in the case of a continuous time there is an analogy with the discrete time 
case where the Yule-Walker estimates of autoregressive coefficients minimize also 
the asymptotic I-divergence rate. The property of the moment-method estimates to 
minimize the asymptotic I-divergence rate can be described as follows, too. Let us 
imagine we observe a quite arbitrary stationary Gaussian process with a zero mean 
and with at least the nth derivative on the interval (0,T). Now, we are looking for 
the most similar autoregressive Gaussian process of the nth order to our underlying 
process {x(t)} t G (0,T)}. The similarity is measured via the asymptotic rate of 
I-divergence, i.e. via the functional F(<pa(')) where the spectral density function 
/(•) based on observations x(t), t G (0,T) is determined by 
1 rT r°° 
MO) = TJO \*
lhW dt = Joo fW
 x2k d A > 
k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n. In other words speaking the underlying process x(t), t G (0, T) and 
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the approximating autoregressive process must have the same dispersions of their 
derivatives up to the order n — 1. 
This part will be closed by two theorems whose proofs can be dropped and which 
deals with autoregressive processes. 
T h e o r e m 4 . Let a = (a i ,&2 , . . . , a n ) be estimates of autoregressive coefficients 
obtained by minimizing the principal part of the corresponding Radon-Nikodym 
derivative. Then 
Km Lmax\nPP^-(x(.))= lim InPP - ^ - (*(•)) = 7 (P 0 l : P a o ) a.s., 
T-+00 I a arao T-+oo Qr„0 
where a\ = (a j , a^ • • •»an) a r e true autoregressive parameters. 
The same theorem is valid for the MLE's. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let a = (fii, 6 2 , . . . , an) be the MLE's of autoregressive coefficients 
then 
lim i m a x l n - ^ - - ( * ( • ) ) = lim I n ^ L («( .)) = ~I(Pai : Pao) a.s., 
T—voo 1 a cl.rao T-+00 ar f l 0 
where a\ = (a}, a\y..., an) are true autoregressive parameters again. 
The quantity l(Pai ' Pao) is asymptotic rate of /-divergence between two Gaus-
sian autoregressive stationary measures and equals 
V 47rj-oo V^ao(A) VaoM / 
For more details about I(Pai : -PO0) see Michalek [5]. 
(Received November 7, 1996.) 
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